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Welcome to our services

Welcome to our services
Whether you need to write
your Will, update your Will
or just simply want to know
more about what a Will can
be used for and how to
make one, we have a wide
range of Will writing,
consultation and reviewing
services, so you can choose
the most appropriate option
for your needs.
We also provide a range of
services for those looking to
make a lasting power of
attorney (LPA) or simply
learn more about what an
LPA can be used for and
how to make one.
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Wills Services: Advice
Advice Consultation
Just want to know more so you can do it yourself?
There are many risks in writing your Will by yourself or producing a
‘DIY’ Will at home. Whilst we warn against this, there is nothing to stop
you from doing this.
All we can do is help you.
We offer a personalised, 1-hour,
online ‘Advice Consultation’
service to help you gain more
understanding on how to write
your own Will above and
beyond what any article or free
guide can offer you.
We then send you a guide,
outlining all the advice and
guidance explained in the
meeting.

Learn how to make your Will
online now for just £75.
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Check My Will
Already have a Will but not sure what it says?
Many Will writers use outdated or unnecessarily long precedents when
writing Wills. This can create a range of problems.
In most cases, this renders the Will difficult to read or understand. In
the worst cases, it changes the meaning of the Will clause, meaning
the Will does not do what you want or expect.
We are passionate about
helping and teaching.
In this service, you send us a
copy of your Will; we review
your Will and send you a
guide, explaining the
meaning and effect of each
clause.
You then have more
understanding and
confidence about whether
your Will is satisfactory or
you need a new one.

Learn what your Will says now for just £75.

Wills Services: Drafting

Wills Services: Drafting
Want a new Will?
You need a Will but have no idea where to start.
You want a simple, stress-free Will writing
service.
That’s why we are here.

Simply get started with completing our quick and
easy-to-use form and we will take care of the rest
for you.
Our prices start from just £150. We will review
your instructions and send you a downloadable
version in 7 working days, along with a Clause
Clarification guide (outlining exactly what your Will
says in more understandable terms) and a Signing
Guide.

Get your Will now for only £150.
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A tailored service.
We know that a Will is personal and unique to each individual. But
we also believe strongly in fixed fee services and no hidden fees.

You may wish for your house to pass
to your kids, but still want your
partner to have a right to live there.
Or, you may not know exactly how to
share out your property amongst
certain people and would rather
leave this for your executors to
decide.

In these circumstances, a trust is
needed in your Will.
We can include a life interest trust in
your Will for only £100,
a discretionary trust for only £150 or
both trusts in your Will for only £250.
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Couple Wills

It is hugely common for married
couples or civil partners to want to
leave their property on similar terms.
This is especially the case where they
jointly own property.

You may want to leave your
property to each other in the first
instance and then to different
people thereafter.
We call these ‘mirror Wills’.

We value family.
Just add £100 to the Will writing
service of your choice and your
partner can write their Will as well.

Get your couple Wills now for only £275.
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Not confident online?

Not comfortable with technology?
Don’t worry.
Our online services are accessible on
desktop, laptop, mobile and tablets.
However, technology isn’t for
everyone.

That’s why we offer Will writing
services over the telephone.
Simply tell us your instructions over
the phone and we take care of the
rest for you.
We even offer home visits for
just £100.

Write your Will over the telephone for
just £275.

Did you know?
Our website has in-built
features to make it
easier for disabled and
visually-impaired people
to write their Will with
us.

Wills Services: Drafting
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Want to update your Will?
We understand that life
happens, so it is important to
be able to keep your Will alive.

We offer a range of Will Revision
services to reflect the level of changes
that need to be made to your Will
which you have previously written
with us.

Did you know?
You can make unlimited
changes to your Will for
just £25 a year.
Get signed up now.

You can change one of
your executors or
beneficiaries for
just £50
(or just £75 for
couples).

Bonus Services

Bonus Services
Execution Service
Want reassurance and peace
of mind?
Take a back seat and let us take
charge for you. For just £100, we
can come to your home or any
location which you prefer and
conduct the execution of your
Will for you so you can be
confident that everything has
been done correctly.

We even
register your
Will for free
on Certainty
for you.

Simply click here and let us know
when and where we need to go.
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Witness Provider Service
Don’t know who to pick?
Given the sensitive nature of your
Will, selecting an independent
witness can sometimes be hard.
Don’t worry, we have a team of
independent witnesses who are
more than happy to help out.

Simply click here and let us know
that you wish for us to bring a
friendly, independent witness

Bonus Services

Printed Packages
Don’t have a printer or simply don’t want the hassle of
printing your Will correctly? Don’t worry. We have a number
of printing packages to help you out (all printed packages
prices exclude postage):
Simply Stapled
£3

Want a Will but don’t want the hassle of
printing it? This is the option for you. Our
simplest printing service, we print your Will
double sided on A4 cream paper, and staple
it together for you.
Simple, yet effective.

Ribbon Refined
£5

Want a simply printed Will, but with a bit of
flair? This package is the same as the Simply
Stapled, but we bind your Will together with
a stylish ribbon, from a choice of 10 beautiful
colours.
The practical option.

Beautifully Bound This package considers the need for your Will
£25

to stand the test of time in an effortlessly
stylish fashion.
Your Will is printed double sided on A4 cream
paper, and spiral bound together with a
hardback cover and a plastic front cover.

Professionally
Presented
£30

You have finally got around to making your
Will and already have a space reserved for
it. So, why not fill that space with a Will to
be taken seriously.
Your Will is printed and bound as Ribbon
Refined, and kept secure in an A4
presentation folder.
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Want a Will to remember?
We understand that your Will is the most important document
you will write in your life. For this reason, we offer two
premium printing packages to make your Will unforgettable…

The elegant option.

Leather Legacy
£50

Your Will is printed Beautifully Bound and
kept safe and secure in a memorable leather
case. The case looks simplistically graceful
and feels gentle and warm in your hand.
You can choose from Black, Dark Blue, Brown
or Turquoise, to further personalise your
legacy.
The unique option. A Will to set you apart.

Sacred Scroll
£75 per page

We work with the UK’s only commercial
manufacturer of genuine Calfskin Vellum to
provide you with a truly memorable legacy.
You can have your Wil printed by the same
people who print our laws in this country and
the Royal Wedding Certificate from 2011.

It’s not what you say,
it’s how you say it. Say
more with a premium
Will.
Choose yours now.
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Letters of Wishes

Once a grant of
representation is obtained,
the Will becomes a public
document.
On the other hand, a letter of
wishes remains confidential
to your executors, trustees or
family members.

A letter of wishes
accompanies your Will and
gives guidance on specific
matters, such as how you
wish your children, pets or
property to be treated.
Whilst they are not legally
binding, letters of wishes are
still useful in providing
executors with guidance,
especially where they are
able to exercise discretion.

You can get that extra peace of mind and reassurance that your
wishes will be clearly passed on with a letter of wishes for just
£75.
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Land Ownership Services

For most people, their
land is their most
valuable asset. So, it is
fundamental that it is
dealt with properly in
your Will.
For this reason, we
offer two important
services in this respect.

It is commonplace for
people to co-own their
property but not know
whether they own the
property as joint tenants
or tenants in common.
The difference is
fundamental if you wish
to pass your property to
specific people.
We can conduct a search
on the Land Registry for
just £5 so you have
certainty and clarity.

When dealing with land
in your Will, you will
come across the terms
‘joint tenants’ and
‘tenants in common’.
The important
distinction is that joint
tenants cannot pass
their rights in a property,
because the surviving
joint owners continue to
own the property
together.
To prevent this, we can
sever your joint tenancy
for just £150 so you can
pass your rights in the
property to whoever you
wish.
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Proving Mental Capacity
Testamentary capacity
is the legal term
describing a person’s
legal and mental ability
to make or alter a valid
Will.
Without testamentary
capacity at the time the
Will is executed, the Will
is invalid.

All our online and telephone services are designed to show you had
testamentary capacity at the time of making your Will.
However, there can sometimes be circumstances which give rise to
doubts over whether someone has the requisite level of capacity.

We work with an experienced medical
practitioners and specialist capacity
assessors who can meet with you and
provide a report on your capacity.
Please get in touch with us to discuss
this, if this is a concern for you, and we
will be more than happy to help.

